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Let °~ ex < {J < wand let C[ex, f3] be the space of continuous functions
on [ex, {J]. For g E C[cx, {J], define

[' g il == sup{1 g(x)l: ex ~ X ~ {J}.

Let n be a fixed positive integer. Let ,p be a function continuous on the real
line and define

F(A, x) = I akxk- 1 + an+1,p(an+2x).
k~l

The approximation problem is, given! E C[ex, [3], to find a parameter A*
minimizing II! - F(A, ·)I!. Such a parameter A* is called best and F(A*, .)
is called a best approximation to f We are interested in those ,p for which
an alternating theory exists, that is, a theory in which best approximations
are characterized by alternation of their error curve.

This problem has already been studied in the case n = I [4] and in the
case n = 0, ,p(0) 01 °[2].

It turns out that many functions ,p which we would like to use are not
continuous on the real line, or not strictly monotonic on the real line, but are
so on an interval. We therefore broaden the problem. Let ,p be continuous
on (fL, v) (the interval may be infinite). Let y and 0 be given such that if
x E [ex, {J], p E (y, D), then px E (fL, v). Let P be the space of all n + 2-tuples
(a1 , ... , an+2), Y < an+2 < 0; then {F(A, .): A E P} C C[ex, [3]. The approxi
mation problem is to choose A* E P minimizing II! - F(A, ')11 over A E P.

Let H m denote the class of polynomials of degree ~m. In the alternating
theory to be developed, the approximations are of two types, namely,
elements of H n - 1 and approximations F(A, .) which are not in H n - 1 . If
an+l = 0, the nonlinear term vanishes, and if an+2 = 0, it is constant, hence
approximations F(A, .) not in H n - 1 have an+lan+2 oF 0.

THEOREM. Let,p have a continuous (n + l)st derivative on (fL, v). Let ,p<1/>
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not vanish on ((-I-, v) and xepln+Il!c/>ln) be strictly monotonic on ((-I-, v). F(A, .) is
best to f if and only iff - F(A, .) alternates d(A) times, where d(A) = n + 1
~f F(A, .) EO H n- 1 and d(A) = n -+- 2 if F(A, .) ¢ H n- 1 • A best approximation
is unique.

This is a consequence of the theory of Meinardus and Schwedt [5, 144 if;
6,310], Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and Lemma 5.

Chebyshev Sets

LEMMA 1. Let zj;ln) have no zeros on (lX, fJ), then {I, ... , x n-l, zj;} is a
Chebyshev set on [lX, fJ].

This is problem 8 in Cheney [1, 77] and Lemma 4 of [3].

LEMMA 2. Let zj;ln) not vanish on (lX, fJ) and xzj;ln+1I!z/;lnJ be strictly
monotonic on [lX, fJ]. Then {I, x, ... , x n-l, zj;lnJ, xzj;ln+l)) is a Chebyshev set on
[lX, fJ].

This is the corollary to Lemma 5 of [3].

The Tangent Space

[)
-F(A, x) = X k - 1 , k = 1,... , n,'
oak

~F(A, x) = ep(an+2x), ~F(A, x) = an+1xep'(an+2x).
uan+1 uan+2

Define for given A E P, B E En+2 ,

n+2 a
D(A, B, x) = I bk <l F(A, x),

k~l uak
SeA) == {D(A, B, -): BE En+2}.

LEMMA 3. Let eplnl not vanish on ((-I-, v) and X(ptn+IJ!c/>lnJ be strictly
monotonic on ((-I-, v). For any approximation in H n- 1 there is a parametrization
F(A, .) such that SeA) is a Haar subspace ofdimension n + 1. For any approxi
mation not in H n- 1 , SeA) is a Haar subspace ofdimension n + 2.

Proof We can express an element of H n- 1 as

in which case SeA) is the linear space with basis {I,... , x n-l, .p(an+2x)}. As
.p(nJ does not vanish on ((-I-, v), SeA) is a Haar subspace of dimension n + 1
by Lemma 1. LetF(A, .) ¢ H n- 1 then an+1an+2 =1= 0 and SeA) is the linear space
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with basis {I, ... , Xtl
-\ ep(a'H2X), xep'(an+2x)}. By Lemma 2, S(A) IS a Haar

subspace of dimension n + 2.

Property Z

DEFINITION. F has property Z of degree m at A if F(A, .) - F(B, .) having
m zeros implies F(A, .) == F(B, ').

LEMMA 4. Let ep(n) have no zeros in (/k, v), then F has property Z ofdegree
n + 1 at all parameters corresponding to elements of H n- 1 •

Proof The difference of an approximation in H n- 1 and another approxi
mation is of the form

If ep(nl has no zeros in (/k, v), this has at most n zeros in (/k, v) by Lemma 1.

LEMMA 5. Let ep(tl l have no zeros in (/k, v) and xep(n+lljep(nl be strictly
monotonic on (/k, v). Let F(A, .) not be in H n- 1 , then F has property Z ofdegree
n + 2 at A.

Proof Suppose F(A, .) - F(B, .) has n + 2 zeros on [a, 13]. Suppose first
that an+2 = bn +2 = a ~ 0, then

As ep(nl(ax) does not vanish on (a, 13), this can have at most n zeros on [a, 13]
unless it vanishes identically by Lemma 1. Next we suppose that an+2 ~ bn+2 •

We have

and this must have at least 2 zeros in (a, 13). F(B, .) 1= H n - 1 by the previous
lemma so bn+lbn+2 ~ 0, and we have

an+la~+2

bn+lb~+2

ep (n)(bn+
2
x)

ep(nl(an+2x)

at a zero x of pn)(A, .) - F(n)(B, '). As ep(n)(bn+2x)!ep(n)(an+2x) takes the same
value at the two points, its derivative

bn+2ep(n+l)(bn+2x) ep(nl(an+2x) - an+2ep(nHI(an+2x) ep(n)(bn+2x)
Wn)(an+2x)]2

(1)
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has a zero z in (ex, f3). But if the numerator of (l) vanishes at z, we have

(2)
bn+2z.p(n+l)(bn+2z)

.p(n)(bn+
2
z) -

-/.In+l)(a )an+2z,/, n+2Z

-/.In)(a z)'/' n+2

which contradicts strict monotonicity of x.pln+ll!if>ln) on (fL, v), proving the
lemma. If [a, f3] contained zero as an interior point (2) could hold with
z = 0, hence the proof would not go through. It should also be noted that
the proof of the lemma guarantees that F(A, -) rt H n- 1 has a unique represen
tation.

Examples

EXAMPLE 1. Let .p(x) = exp(x) and (fL, v) = (y, 0) = (- 00, (0).

.pln)(x) = exp(x), x.p(n+l)(x)!if>ln)(x) = X

EXAMPLE 2. Let .p(x) = log(l + x) and (fL, v) = (-1, w).

.pln)(x) = (_1)n+1 n!/(1 + x)n

x.pln+1)(x)!if>ln)(x) = -nx/(1 + x) = n [ 1 ~ x -- 1]

EXAMPLE 3. Let .p(x) = 1/(1 + x) and (fL, v) = (-1, (0). We note that
this .p is the derivative of the .p of the previous example.

Even and Odd .p

an+1.p(an+2x) = an+1.p(-an+2x )

= -an+1.p(- an+2x)

.p even

.p odd,

hence, if.p is even or odd, we need consider only parameters A with an+2 ~ 0.
We obtain by arguments similar to the preceding

THEOREM. Let.p be even or odd. Let .p have a continuous second derivative
on (-v, v). Let .pIn) not vanish on (0, v) and x.pln+!l!if><n) be strictly monotonic
on [0, v). F(A, .) is best to f if and only iff - F(A, .) alternates d(A) times,
where d(A) = n + 1 if F(A, .) E H n - 1 and d(A) = n + 2 if F(A, .) rt H n - 1 .
Best approximations are unique.

Even and Odd Examples

We note that the derivatives of sine, cosine, hyperbolic sine, and hyperbolic
cosine repeat themselves. From this observation, and the examples for the
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case n [4], it is easily seen that for alln 1 the preceding theorem holds
for sine and cosine with v ,,/2 and for hyperbolic sine and cosine with

Discrete Approximation

An alternating theory for approximation on an interval implies an alter
nating theory for approximation by the same family on a finite subset of
the interval. For a precise statement and proof of a more general result, see
[7].

Applications

The major applications of the theory is probably to Chebyshev fitting of
data on finite sets. Two examples where an approximation of the form studied
in this paper is desired are Stewart [9], in which case the approximation is
of the form

and Heitkamp, Merwitz, and Spatz [8,408], in which case the approximation
is of the form

Shah and Khatri [10] consider approximation by fJpx plus a constant or
first degree polynomial, and cite numerous applications. Writing px =
e(log p)x converts their form into our form with 4> = expo

Computation of Best Approximations

The alternation result suggests use of a variant of the Remez algorithm.
Some discussion of the case n = 1 appears in [4] and it is not hard to see
how it can be generalized to other n. The author has written and run programs
to compute best approximations on an interval and finite set by the Remez
algorithm.
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